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the synthesis of highly hydrogen-bonded polyhedral
frameworks: a case study of the [V(12)] cluster in
the solid state. [V(12)] clusters are considered a
frontier problem in the field of extended cluster
chemistry. Because of its tendency toward disorder
at ambient temperature, the synthesis of welldefined and stable cluster compounds often remains
a challenge. Here we show that preformed bulky
ligands such as
1,8-bis(diphenylphosphino)napthalene (DPP) or
1,8-bis(diisoindolylphosphino)napthalene (diIIn)
can be employed as a template to direct the
synthesis of coordination cages with a well-defined
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number of vertices, the size of the cage cages being
templated. These cages can be isolated and
characterized in the form of their first-fused
isomers, here called "open" cages. We show that
open cages can be isolated in large quantities, even
when there are significant amounts of other
isomeric closed cages and, for a given "parent" cage
(VOCl(6)) a few isomers are obtained. The crystal
structures of three new isomers of the open
[VOCl(6)] cage are presented.Elmo’s Silly Songs
Elmo's Silly Songs is a song series, video
productions, books, musical albums and also
merchandise that focuses on singing and dancing
and is marketed and distributed by Random House.
History The first television special of the series was
Slapstick Shuffle, which was released in 1998,
followed by Sing Along with Big Bird and Elmo's
Silly Songs. The song series was produced by Brown
Bag Films and debuted on PBS Kids in 2002. While
it aired on PBS, it was first broadcast on
Nickelodeon from 2004 to 2009. A toy line based
on the series was released by Fisher-Price in 2004.
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It was marketed and distributed by Random House
and was eventually replaced by Elmo's Music
Maker. The first album of the series, Elmo's Silly
Songs, was released by the same label 570a42141b
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